Introduction

District Emergency Operation Center, Chautara, Sindhupalchok has been functioning as the major information hub for DRR related activities in the district. It is the body of DAO looking after the DRR and other incidents that occur in the district with close coordination with REOC and NEOC. It collects the information from Nepal Police unit and assurance of information is made from the respective police unit which is further informed to CDO. If there is any disaster (natural and man-made) related information, then those incidents are entered in www.drrportal.gov.np and informed to REOC and NEOC as well. The center has radio room and office room where different disaster related information flex are kept along with the information about LDRMP mapping and MTOT data.

Incidents

In Baishakh month, there are many such disastrous incidents in the district. There are many information about fire, landslide and road accidents. Few cases of fire due to short-circuit has been received but no any fatality of human life has occurred.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.N.</th>
<th>Incident types</th>
<th>No. of occurrence</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Death</th>
<th>Injured</th>
<th>Houses damaged</th>
<th>Property loss</th>
<th>Shed damaged</th>
<th>Live stock loss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Activities carried out at DEOC

Besides collecting the incidents related information, DEOC updated the office chief details, and technical training. 3 days Technical training on Geographical information System (GIS) IMO orientation on Development and Strengthening of District Emergency Operation Centers Information Management officer and other line agencies and Geographical information System (GIS) training with IMO and Line Agencies was conducted on 17 to 19 April, 2017 with the major objective of Geographical information System and information in DEOC for disaster preparedness and emergency response. Renu Pradhan, Geographical information Officer from NRCS gave the presentation regarding information to Geographical information System. Bhoj Raj Ghimire, Senior Program Coordinator from NRCS gave the presentation regarding information to DEOC, objectives for establishing the DEOC, roles of IMO, and how to update the disaster related information in coordination with REOC and NEOC. Collected and update information on regular basis in close coordination with the LDMC and VDC secretary. Coordinated with all the district stakeholders (Relevant government line agencies, DLSA, I/NGOs working in Disaster) on regular basis for updated DRR information, reports and activities in the district.
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